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Abstract—Mobile cloud computing provides a novel e-
commerce mode for organizations without any upfront invest-
ment. Since cloud computing uses distributed resources in open
environment, it is important to provide secure keys to share the
data for developing cloud computing applications. To ensure a
correctness of users’ data in the cloud, we propose an effective
and secure distributed model including a Self-Proxy Server (SPS)
with self-created algorithm. The model resolves a communication
bottleneck due to re-encryption of a shared data in the cloud
whenever users are revoked. It offers to reduce security risks and
protect their resources because a distributed SPS dynamically
interacts with Key Manager (KM) when the mobile users take on
cloud services. This paper presents a comprehensive mobile cloud
design which provides an effective and secure cloud computing
services on mobile devices.

Index Terms—mobile cloud computing, self-proxy server, key
manager, distributed cloud computing, mobile cloud provider.

I. INTRODUCTION

Acloud system is difficult to synchronize login and

authentication data between external clouds and internal

systems without exposing internal security data. The cloud

technologies are rapidly being adopted throughout the

Information Technology (IT) due to their various attractive

properties. In spite of their spread, they has raised a range

of significant security and privacy concerns which interrupt

their adoption in sensitive environments.

The cloud computing technology provides IT services and

resources to the customers through public network such as

internet. The cloud computing services and infrastructure

are mostly owned by a third party called cloud service

providers. Cloud computing provides an innovative model

for the organizations to use software applications, storage

and processing capabilities of cloud without investing on

the infrastructure. As compared to existing IT models, the

cloud computing provides many advantages like scalability,

flexibility, efficiency and non-core activities [1]. Despite these

extraordinary benefits of cloud computing, it is important to

consider the security risks present in a cloud environment in

order to find enough security solutions[ 2, 3].

From mobile user prospective, mobile cloud computing is

a marvelous improvement because it diminishes the mobile

resources issues like limited battery power, slow processing

power, low internet bandwidth, small storage space and less

energy consumption [4].

Mobile cloud computing offers data processing and storage

capabilities in the cloud which the mobile user can access

using mobile device’s web browser. The mobile users do not

need high data processing and storage capabilities services

on their mobile devices because cloud resources are used for

all the data processing and storage. The number of cloud

users are low despite of the advantages which mobile cloud

computing has brought into mobile computing world. The

major reason is the risks in terms of security and privacy of

the data and services [5]. Companies are still concerned about

security when using cloud computing. Users are worried

about the vulnerability to attacks, when information and

critical IT resources are outside the firewall.

The scheme of [6] has provided comprehensive information

regarding the cloud security problems. It has been estimated

the security problem from cloud architecture point of

view, the cloud stakeholders’ point of view and at the end

from cloud services delivery models point of view. From

stakeholder prospective, the security configurations needs to

be organized and each service should be maintained a level at

runtime. From service delivery model prospective, the cloud

management security issues and cloud access method security

issues are also highlighted.

The scheme of [2] has presented details about the security

issues which cloud service providers are facing when they

dig deep for cloud engineering. There are some serious

issues and challenges which cloud computing is facing in

the domain of cyber security. The paper also covers security

management models for the cloud service providers in order

to meet security compliance.

The scheme of [5] has identified the serious threats and risks

related to privacy and security for the mass and corporate

users when they will integrate their mobile hand held devices

with the cloud infrastructure. The paper point out towards

the different motivational factors which are forcing mobile

cloud operators to move their services and operations to

cloud. It conducted a survey that how wireless mobile devices

integrates with the cloud.

The scheme of [7] has explained the security issues related to

private data and mobile cloud applications in detail. Keeping

the security issues and the existing solution limitations in

mind, it proposed a mobile computing applications security

framework to make sure that the security of the data is
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achieved when it is transmitted between the components of

the same mobile application.

The scheme of [8] has proposed a mechanism for improving

the security application of cloud computing. The mechanism

is based on dynamic intrusion detection system which

dispatches its detectors on the networking system domain

through multi layers and multi stages deployment. It provides

wide range of security protection like protection of web sites

and pages threats, detection of any intrusion, verification of

the database access and security in cloud side, the detection

of system side data leakage and some other issues related

processes. However, in spite of these schemes, there are

still a number of challenges, which are currently addressed

by researchers, academicians and practitioners in the field.

Mobile cloud computing currently faces some serious security

issues and challenges which limits its adoption among the

mobile users.

The remaining sections are as follows: section 2 discusses

cloud computing architecture, section 3 proposes a secure

mobile cloud computing design with Self-Proxy Server,

section 4 presents the conclusion.

II. CLOUD COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE

A. Service Layers of Cloud Computing

Cloud computing can be viewed as a collection of services,

which can be represented as a layered cloud computing archi-

tecture. As shown in Fig.1, cloud computing layered architec-

ture has Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service

(PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Monitoring as a

Service (MaaS).

1) SaaS: It is a model of software deployment whereby

the provider licenses an application to the customers for use

as a service on demand. The capability provided to the end

users is to use the provider’s applications running on a cloud

infrastructure. The applications are accessible from various

client devices through a thin client interface such as a web

browser. The end users does not manage or control the under-

lying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating

systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities,

with the possible exception of limited user specific application

configuration settings[9].

2) PaaS: It is the delivery of computing platform and

solution stack as a service. The capability provided to the

end users is to deploy onto the cloud infrastructure user

created or acquired applications created using programming

languages and tools supported by the provider. The end user

does not manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure

including network, servers, operating systems , or storage[10].

3) IaaS: It is the delivery of computer infrastructure (typ-

ically a platform virtualization environment) as a service. The

capability provided to the end users is to provision processing,

storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources

where the end user is able to deploy and run arbitrary software,

which can include operating systems and applications. The

Fig. 1. Layered Cloud Computing Architecture

user does not manage or control the underlying cloud infras-

tructure but it has control over operating systems, storage,

deployed applications, and possibly limited control of select

networking components[11].

4) MaaS: It is the outsourced provisioning of security,

primarily on business platforms that leverages the internet

to conduct business. MaaS has become increasingly popular

over the last decade. Its popularity has grown even more

because of the advent of cloud computing. Security monitoring

involves protecting an enterprise or government client from

cyber threats. A security team plays a crucial role in securing

and maintaining the confidentiality, integrity, and availability

of IT assets. The major functionality of MaaS is to monitor

the working of all the three layers SaaS, PaaS and IaaS [12].

B. Types of Cloud Computing Deployment Models

There are types of cloud computing deployment models

[1,2,3,6,13] are Private Cloud, Public Cloud and Hybrid Cloud

as shown in Fig. 2.

Private Cloud (or Internal Cloud) It refers to cloud

computing on private networks. Private clouds are built for

the exclusive use of one client, providing full control over

data, security, and quality of service. Private clouds can be

built and managed by a company’s own IT organization or

by a cloud provider [14].

Public Cloud (or External Cloud)
In this model, computing resources are dynamically

provisioned over the Internet via Web applications or Web

services from an off-site third party provider. Public clouds

are run by third parties, and applications from different

customers are likely to be mixed together on the cloud’s

servers, storage systems, and networks [15].

Hybrid Cloud (or Mixed Cloud) This environment

interests and combines multiple public and private

cloud models. Hybrid clouds introduce the complexity

of determining how to distribute applications across both a

public and private cloud [10].
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Fig. 2. Cloud Computing Deployment Models

C. Cloud Computing Features

Cloud computing brings an array of new features compared

to any other computing paradigms.

Scalability and On-demand Services:

Cloud computing provides resources and services for users

on demand. The resources are scalable over several data

centers.

Quality of Service (QoS):

Cloud computing can guarantee QoS for uers in terms

of hardware or CPU performance, bandwidth, and memory

capacity.

User-centric Interface:

Cloud interfaces are independent location and can be

accessed by established well interfaces such as Web services

and Web browsers.

Autonomous System:
Cloud computing systems are autonomous systems managed

transparently to users. However, software and data inside

clouds can be automatically reconfigured and consolidated to

a simple platform depending on user’s needs.

Pricing:
Cloud computing does not require front investment and capital

expenditure. Users may pay and use or pay for services and

capacity as they need them [16 ].

III. A SECURE MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING DESIGN

WITH SELF-PROXY SERVER(SPS)

A cloud is basically a large scale distributed system where

a data owner’s data is replicated over multiple servers for high

availability. The new paradigm of cloud computing provides an

array of benefits and advantages over the previous computing

paradigms and many organizations are migrating and adopting

TABLE I
NOTATION [18]

it. However, there are still a number of challenges because

they are preventing the mobile users to take on cloud services.

A. Overview

A model for key distribution based on data re encryption is

applied to a cloud computing system to address the demands

of a mobile device environment, including limitations on

mobile data usage, storage capacity, processing power, and

battery etc.

When an encrypted data is stored and decryption key is

allocated to user, they can access data from cloud. However,

what is the case when particular user is revoked? While a

user is revoked and he has decryption key he can access

data still, thus to overcome from this problem here is a need

of immediate re encryption of data by data owner. When re

encryption is done the newly generated, decryption keys are

distributed to authorized users. This resolution will lead to

performance bottleneck, particularly when there are many

user revocations [17].

A solution is to apply a distributed self proxy re encryption

technique, so this scheme proposes Self Proxy Server

(SPS). It coordinates and chooses keys by Key Manager

(KM) whenever group membership changes. The distributed

SPS provides not only encryption and decryption keys but

also immediate re encryption keys for shared data. After

communicating with KM, it automatically receives necessary

keys from KM by self created algorithm. A distributed SPS

scheme is one solution where multiple proxy are automatically

deployed in several clouds.

In Table 1, Mobile Cloud Provider (MCP) has significant

resources and expertise in building and managing distributed

cloud storage servers and computational services to data,

owns and operates live cloud computing systems. Data Owner

(DO) has data to be stored in the cloud and rely on the cloud

for data computation, consists of both individual consumers

and organizations.
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Fig. 3. A Distributed Mobile Cloud Computing Model with SPS [18]

Key Manager (KM) generates and manages all data

encryption, decryption and re encryption keys. It is provided

live cloud computing by MCP and governed by Trusted Third

Party (TTP).

We assume that a cloud operates by pre defined protocols

and policies between end users and cloud services and a key

manager has basic capabilities on generating and managing

different type of keys.

As shown in Fig.3, data owner of MCP shares data to many

other cloud users. The data is encrypted with a key from KM,

and then stored in the cloud along with Access Control List

(ACL) indicating the user group. Upon access request from

a user, the cloud communicates with SPS, based on ACL,

and SPS requests a self created algorithm. According to the

self created algorithm, SPS uses re encryption algorithm to

transfer the encrypted format that can be decrypted by the

user’s private key. The user can download the encrypted data

from the cloud and use the decryption key [18].

B. A Distributed Cloud Design Using Key Management

To protect our data, we propose distributed SPS which

interacts with KM whenever a mobile user requires cloud

services. If the data in one of the cloud is corrupted, then

the same data available in the other cloud could be accessed.

Here the same data in different clouds would operate different

keys from SPS which is under the control of KM. If same

data sharing clouds work naturally, then users can choose

SPS to re encrypt the data depending on the physical location.

It can be applied to reduce the computation cost for the data

owner.

KM generates public Pu and private Su keys for each user

belonging to the system and is responsible for maintaining an

ACL for enforcing the authorized user set. A data partition

P in the cloud is accessible by a user group Ug and belongs

to the entire set of partitions. After confirming the access of

user group Ug to data partition P, SPS interacts with KM.

Even if they download it directly from the cloud, MCP

and other users cannot decode the data with or without

authentication. After all read requests are initiated by

Fig. 4. A Distributed Mobile Cloud Computing Model with Key Management
[18]

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

users, this model is normally serviced through SPS which

communicates with MCP. After MCP decides whether the

data should be accessible by a user based on its ACL, it sends

the information to SPS. SPS receives it and communicates

with KM whether the service for a mobile user is offered. A

distributed cloud model using key management is shown in

Fig. 4. Previous model of key management in the cloud has

a controller and a manager, but the proposed model has SPS

instead of a controller and a manager [18].

IV. ANALYSIS

Comparison of several schemes [19, 20, 21, 22] considering

performance is showed in Table 2. Search time is per keyword

w and update time is per file f. f is the file collection and | f |
is its bit length. �f is the document of files in f and �fw is the

number of files that contain the keyword w. �W is the size of

the keyword space and n is the number of distributed SPS. The

proposed scheme is dynamic SPS and SPS has a capability of

delegation. Search time has O(| f | /n) because of distributed

SPS. In addition, SPS which effectively deals with the keys of

shared data preserves to hide access pattern for a secure cloud

computing.

V. CONCLUSION

Mobile cloud computing is a new paradigm for mobile

applications and stands on the principle of cloud computing.
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Mobile users and organizations have an interest in a new tech-

nology to achieve rich experience of various mobile services

at low cost. This paper proposes a distributed mobile cloud

computing design which effectively deals with the keys of

shared data in the cloud for secure big data transaction. The

design makes mobile cloud applications easy to enrich their

services for a mobile device. The organizations can have the

potential benefit achieved from the cloud computing.
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